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An international approach to the study and teaching of real estate is increasingly important in today’s global market. With chapters covering numerous countries and every continent,
International Approaches to Real Estate Development introduces real estate development theory and practice to students and professionals in the comparative international context. The book
provides readers with a global compendium written by an international team of experts and includes key features such as: Chapters covering: the United States; United Kingdom; Netherlands;
Hungary; United Arab Emerites; Bahrain and Qatar; Ghana; Chile; India; China; Hong Kong; and Australia An introduction providing theory and concepts for comparative analysis Discussion
and debate surrounding international real estate development in its approach, characteristics, geography, implementation and outcomes A concluding chapter which brings together
comparative analyses of the different real estate development case study findings Reflections on the global financial crisis and the new real estate development landscape Further reading and
glossary The wide range of case studies and the mix of textbook theory with research mean this book is an essential purchase for undergraduate and postgraduate students of real estate,
property development, urban studies, planning and urban economics.
It is now 25 years since the first edition of this book was written, and the objectives of the fifth edition remain the same as those of the first edition, that is to provide "an introduction to and
general background reading for the subject of property valuation". It is directed not just at would be surveyors and valuers, but at all those who may be interested in getting an understanding of
property valuation.
This text deals with creating and adding value through the effective management of property assets. It aims to raise the level of understanding of financial and economic principles within the
property profession.
"Property Development" includes such considerations as the objectives, functions, roles and methods of operation of all those involved in the development process, the financial aspects of
development, social considerations, planning matters, and others, providing readers with the opportunity to develop their understanding of and their expertise in, the subject.
An introductory, first year text on property valuation with a clear, well-defined structure based around the five valuation methods.
A comprehensive yet succinct overview of the theory and practice of economics. New to this edition: The Irish banking crisis and how it was caused The collapse of the ''Celtic Tiger'' economy
The deterioration in the Irish Government''s finances The economics of recession The IMF/EU bailout The sovereign debt crisis in the eurozone The new constraints on Irish Government fiscal
policy New macroeconomic data reflecting the changed economic conditions of the Irish economy Medium-term prospects for the Irish economy. Provides instant access to key economic facts
and concepts. Simply and logically presented with test questions included at the end of each chapter. Written For: Those studying economics as part of an undergraduate diploma or degree.
Students of professional exams. Postgraduate diploma students. A comprehensive yet succinct overview of the theory and practice of economics. New to this edition: Revised chapters
incorporate new material regarding: The Irish banking crisis and how it was caused The collapse of the ''Celtic Tiger'' economy The deterioration in the Irish Government''s finances The
economics of recession The IMF/EU bailout The sovereign debt crisis in the eurozone The new constraints on Irish Government fiscal policy New macroeconomic data reflecting the changed
economic conditions of the Irish economy Medium-term prospects for the Irish economy. Provides instant access to key economic facts and concepts. Simply and logically presented with test
questions included at the end of each chapter.
First published in 1913, Richard Parry’s Valuation and Investment Tables has since become an essential tool for students and professionals in the study and practice of valuation and
appraisal. The book provides a comprehensive set of some 30 different valuation and investment tables in one volume. In practice today, calculations are required for a variety of purposes
which often justify more than one approach. With this in mind, Internal Rates of Return tables have been retained in a modified form. Using these tables, both growth and non-growth scenarios
can be analysed for a more detailed appraisal of specific freehold property investments and to provide a basis for more in-depth investment advice. The Life Tables have been removed and
replaced with a guide to calculating life interests from up to date census data. Although the tables will be used mainly by students and practising surveyors, they will also be useful to
accountants and others concerned with various types of investment and financial calculations. That the book has reached its centenary year and thirteenth edition is a testament to its acclaim
by the valuation and property professions in an era of calculators, smartphones and sophisticated spread sheet software and furthermore a tribute to the historical importance of Parry’s
original vision and continued legacy. In celebration of this milestone year there will be a limited edition leather slip cased version of the book available.
"Cognisant of the many facets of climate change, this report looks through the lens of economics, that is, the social science that measures the economic impact of climate change and the
costs and benefits of trying to mitigate it and adapt to it. From an investment perspective, issues for study include the balance between investment in mitigating greenhouse-gas emissions and
adaptation to climate change; the urgency and timing of investing in both; obstacles to investment; and policies to remove them and make investment profitable. From a growth perspective,
issues of interest include the link between climate action and economic growth; the short-term and the long-term dimensions of this link; and the importance of innovation as an interface
between climate action and economic growth. One of the key messages from this report is that there is unexploited scope for making Europe's climate action more efficient, growth-friendly,
and in tune with fiscal constraints."--publisher's description.

Food composition data provides food and nutrition sector, both private and public with the important guidelines in food labelling, assessment of nutrient intake to determine
nutrition adequacy, diet formulation as well as in research and breeding. The information generated is also used to establish food-based dietary guidelines for dietary
diversification and food fortification. They also help program managers in determining the relationships between disease outcome and nutrient intakes. The resultant information
provides the evidence base for nutrition and health & agricultural policies in establishing how to meet the nutrient requirements in the population through diet. The Kenya Food
Composition Tables [FCT] (2018) was developed following international guidelines from INFOODS considering all the required quality checks. It has three main sections: the first
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part of the book contains an introduction and user notes; the second section presents the actual food composition tables; the third section features photographies and
descriptions of foods, to facilitate food identification. This publication will guide both county and national authorities in setting priorities in the implementation of food-based
approaches to reduce the burden of malnutrition in the population and support nutrition-sensitive agricultural production.
Since the early 1980s, private equity investors have heralded and shepherded massive changes in American capitalism. From outsourcing to excessive debt taking, private
equity investment helped normalize once-taboo business strategies while growing into an over $3 trillion industry in control of thousands of companies and millions of workers.
Daniel Scott Souleles opens a window into the rarefied world of private equity investing through ethnographic fieldwork on private equity financiers. Songs of Profit, Songs of Loss
documents how and why investors buy, manage, and sell the companies that they do; presents the ins and outs of private equity deals, management, and valuation; and explains
the historical context that gave rise to private equity and other forms of investor-led capitalism. In addition to providing invaluable ethnographic insight, Songs of Profit, Songs of
Loss is also an anthropological study of inequality as Souleles connects the core components of financial capitalism to economic disparities. Souleles uses local ideas of “value”
and “time” to frame the ways private equity investors comprehend their work and to show how they justify the prosperity and poverty they create. Throughout, Souleles argues
that understanding private equity investors as contrasted with others in society writ large is essential to fully understanding private equity within the larger context of capitalism in
the United States.
Drawing from his experience as a securities analyst, economist, and investor, the author explains the workings of Wall Street and offers advice on determining the value and
potential of stocks
A classic textbook that has guided generations of students through the intricacies of property valuation, The Income Approach to Property Valuation remains a keen favourite
amongst students and teachers alike. This new edition has been thoroughly revised and updated to meet the increasingly international perspectives of modern Real Estate
students. The links between theory and practice are clearly demonstrated throughout, with a range of new international case studies and practice-based examples. The Income
Approach to Property Valuation teaches readers: how to analyse market rents and sales prices to derive market evidence to support an opinion of market value; the investment
method of valuation and how it is applied in practice; how specific legal factors can impact on market value when they interfere with market forces; what the market and the
profession may consider to be the 'right' methodology in today's market place; and how to use spreadsheets in valuation. This extensively revised new edition is perfect both for
students on Real Estate courses worldwide and for professional candidates working towards their final assessment of professional competence (APC) for the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors, needing to demonstrate a valuation competence at levels 2 and 3.
Parry's Valuation and Investment TablesTaylor & Francis
First published in 1913, Richard Parry's Valuation and Investment Tables has since become an essential tool for students and professionals in the study and practice of valuation
and appraisal. That the book reached its centenary year in print and now fourteenth edition is a testament to its acclaim by the valuation and property professionals in an era of
calculators and computers, and furthermore a tribute to the historical importance of Parry's original vision and continued legacy. The purpose of the book is to provide a
comprehensive range of different valuation and investment tables in one volume. Although many of the tables will be used by practicing surveyors for valuation purposes, they
will also be useful to accountants and others concerned with various types of investment and financial calculations. Surveyors valuing freehold or leasehold interests in property
have the choice of using either (a) annually in arrear, or (b) quarterly in advance figures of years' purchase. The relevant tables for each concept are printed on different coloured
edged pages for ease of reference. In practice today, calculations are required for a variety of purposes which often justify more than one approach. To allow for this, Internal
Rates of Return tables have been retained. Using these tables, both growth and non-growth scenarios can be analysed for more detailed appraisal of specific freehold properties
and to provide a basis for more in-depth investment advice.
The 2018 Macroeconomic Report, A Mandate to Grow, revisits the growth debate that has been raging in the region for the past half century. Viewing the debate from this longterm perspective allows for a focus on the structural factors that have prevented Latin America and the Caribbean from reaching the growth potential required to keep pace with
faster growing regions and to fulfill the aspirations of its population.
An entry level introduction to valuation methodology, this book gives a straightforward narrative treatment to the subject matter with a multitude of examples and illustrations,
contained in an easy to read format. There is a strong emphasis on the practical aspects of valuation, as well as on the principles and application of the full range of valuation
methods. This book will serve as an important text for students new to the topic and experienced practitioners alike. Topics covered include: property ownership concepts of
value the role of the valuer property inspection property markets and economics residential property prices and the economy commercial and industrial property methods of
valuation conventional freehold investment valuations conventional leasehold investment valuations discounted cash flow contemporary growth explicit methods of valuation
principles of property investment.
"This resource book discusses the economic arguments that could (and could not) be put forth to support the case for investing in the social determinants of health on average
and in the reduction in socially determined health inequalities. It provides an overview and introduction into how economists would approach the assessment of the economic
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motivation to invest in the social determinants of health and socially determined health inequities, including what the major challenges are in this assessment. It illustrates the
extent to which an economic argument can be made in favour of investment in 3 major social determinants of health areas: education, social protection, and urban development
and infrastructure. It describes whether education policy, social protection, and urban development, housing and transport policy can act as health policy"-This is a comprehensive look at the challenges legislators face in regulating related party transactions in a socially beneficial way.
This new edition of bestselling textbook Introducing Property Valuation provides students with a comprehensive introduction to the concepts and methods of valuing real estate,
helping them to progress successfully from basic principles to a more sophisticated understanding. Taking a practically oriented rather than purely theoretical approach, the
textbook equips readers with the skills to undertake their own valuation calculations. Fully updated to reflect recent developments in regulation and practice, experienced tutor
and valuer Michael Blackledge demonstrates how the principles can be applied in professional practice in line with the requirements and guidance provided by the International
Valuation Standards Council and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Online material accompanies the new edition with Q&As and pre-programmed excel spreadsheets
enabling students to prepare their own calculations. The five traditional methods of valuation are outlined and the practical applications of the two main approaches, the
comparison and investment methods, are fully explored. The use of discounted cash flow and quarterly in advance calculations, topics which are not always adequately covered
elsewhere, are also explained. Accessibly written with a full range of worked examples, case studies, clear chapter summaries and extensive further reading suggestions, this
book is essential for any student of real estate and its valuation.
This paper examines water challenges, a growing global concern with adverse economic and social consequences, and discusses economic policy instruments. Water subsidies
provided through public utilities are estimated at about $456 billion or 0.6 percent of global GDP in 2012. The paper suggests that getting economic incentives right, notably by
reforming water pricing, can go a long way towards encouraging more efficient water use and supporting needed investment, while enabling policies that protect the poor. It also
discusses pricing reform options and emphasizes an integrated and holistic approach to manage water, going beyond the water sector itself. The IMF can play a helpful role in
ensuring that macroeconomic policies are conducive to sound water management.
The light-duty vehicle fleet is expected to undergo substantial technological changes over the next several decades. New powertrain designs, alternative fuels, advanced
materials and significant changes to the vehicle body are being driven by increasingly stringent fuel economy and greenhouse gas emission standards. By the end of the next
decade, cars and light-duty trucks will be more fuel efficient, weigh less, emit less air pollutants, have more safety features, and will be more expensive to purchase relative to
current vehicles. Though the gasoline-powered spark ignition engine will continue to be the dominant powertrain configuration even through 2030, such vehicles will be equipped
with advanced technologies, materials, electronics and controls, and aerodynamics. And by 2030, the deployment of alternative methods to propel and fuel vehicles and
alternative modes of transportation, including autonomous vehicles, will be well underway. What are these new technologies - how will they work, and will some technologies be
more effective than others? Written to inform The United States Department of Transportation's National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission standards, this new report from the National Research Council is a
technical evaluation of costs, benefits, and implementation issues of fuel reduction technologies for next-generation light-duty vehicles. Cost, Effectiveness, and Deployment of
Fuel Economy Technologies for Light-Duty Vehicles estimates the cost, potential efficiency improvements, and barriers to commercial deployment of technologies that might be
employed from 2020 to 2030. This report describes these promising technologies and makes recommendations for their inclusion on the list of technologies applicable for the
2017-2025 CAFE standards.
For the third edition, the author has revised his popular text and enlarged the chapters on the valuation of freehold and leasehold interests, discounted cash flow techniques and
methods of valuation. An additional chapter on computer applications has been provided. This is a valuable text for first stage valuation examinations for professional degree and
diploma courses and includes fully worked examples and self-test questions.
First published in 1913, Richard Parry’s Valuation and Investment Tables has since become an essential tool for students and professionals in the study and practice of valuation
and appraisal. That the book reached its centenary year in print and now fourteenth edition is a testament to its acclaim by the valuation and property professionals in an era of
calculators and computers, and furthermore a tribute to the historical importance of Parry’s original vision and continued legacy. The purpose of the book is to provide a
comprehensive range of different valuation and investment tables in one volume. Although many of the tables will be used by practicing surveyors for valuation purposes, they
will also be useful to accountants and others concerned with various types of investment and financial calculations. Surveyors valuing freehold or leasehold interests in property
have the choice of using either (a) annually in arrear, or (b) quarterly in advance figures of years’ purchase. The relevant tables for each concept are printed on different coloured
edged pages for ease of reference. In practice today, calculations are required for a variety of purposes which often justify more than one approach. To allow for this, Internal
Rates of Return tables have been retained. Using these tables, both growth and non-growth scenarios can be analysed for more detailed appraisal of specific freehold properties
and to provide a basis for more in-depth investment advice.
Discover an insightful examination of the property investment appraisal process from leaders in the industry This book explains the process of property investment appraisal: the
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process of estimating both the most likely selling price (market value) and the worth of property investments to individuals or groups of investors (investment value). Valuations
are important. They are used as a surrogate for transactions in the measurement of investment performance and they influence investors and other market operators when
transacting property. Valuations need to be trusted by their clients and valuers need to produce rational and objective solutions. Appraisals of worth are even more important, as
they help to determine the prices that should be paid for assets, even in times of crisis, and they can indicate market under- or over-pricing. In a style that makes the theory as
well as the practice of valuation accessible to students and practitioners, the authors provide a valuable critique of conventional valuation methods and argue for the adoption of
more contemporary cash-flow methods. They explain how such valuation models are constructed and give useful examples throughout. They also show how these contemporary
cash-flow methods connect market valuations with rational appraisals. The UK property investment market has been through periods of both boom and bust since the first edition
of this text was produced in 1988. As a result, the book includes examples generated by vastly different market states. Complex reversions, over-rented properties and
leaseholds are all fully examined by the authors. This Fourth Edition includes new material throughout, including brand new chapters on development appraisals and bank
lending valuations, heavily revised sections on discounted cash flow models with extended examples, and on the measurement and analysis of risk at an individual property
asset level. The heart of the book remains the critical examination of market valuation models, which no other book addresses in such detail.
Accurate share valuations made easy - this superb book shows you how! This in-depth user-friendly guide outlines the very latest accountancy procedures for assessing the worth of a company's shares. The
KEY tax considerations, practical suggestions and tips, accountancy best practice guidelines - everything you need on this KEY subject is now available from this indispensable resource. Practical Share
Valuation 5/ed is up-to-date with the latest legislative and tax developments including The Finance Act 2008, The Companies Act 2006, NEW case law affecting company law, coverage of the new Accounting
Standards, plus essential information on fair value assurance. - Buying and selling shares - Compulsory acquisitions - Share distribution from a trust - Share incentive schemes - Shares as security on a loan Stock Exchange and the Alternative Investment Market - De-mergers and management buy-outs - Claims for damages and illegal restrictive practices - Breach of warranties or indemnities - Transfer and
issue of preference shares - Deemed disposal of shares under UK tax law Approach even the most complex valuation task with confidence - this superb book contains the information you'll need. This userfriendly book will enable you to value your clients' share worth with precision.
The purpose of this edition is to provide a comprehensive set of some 30 different valuations and investment tables in one volume. Although the tables will be used mainly by practising surveyors, they will
also be useful to accountants and others concerned with various types of investment and financial calculations. In practice today, calculations are required for a variety of purposes which often justify more
than one approach. With this in mind, Internal Rates of Return tables have been retained in a modified form. Using these tables, both growth and non-growth scenarios can be analysed for a more detailed
appraisal of specific freehold property investments and to provide a basis for more in-depth investment advice.
The Regulatory Technology Handbook The transformational potential of RegTech has been confirmed in recent years with US$1.2 billion invested in start-ups (2017) and an expected additional spending of
US$100 billion by 2020. Regulatory technology will not only provide efficiency gains for compliance and reporting functions, it will radically change market structure and supervision. This book, the first of its
kind, is providing a comprehensive and invaluable source of information aimed at corporates, regulators, compliance professionals, start-ups and policy makers. The REGTECH Book brings into a single
volume the curated industry expertise delivered by subject matter experts. It serves as a single reference point to understand the RegTech eco-system and its impact on the industry. Readers will learn
foundational notions such as: • The economic impact of digitization and datafication of regulation • How new technologies (Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain) are applied to compliance • Business use cases
of RegTech for cost-reduction and new product origination • The future regulatory landscape affecting financial institutions, technology companies and other industries Edited by world-class academics and
written by compliance professionals, regulators, entrepreneurs and business leaders, the RegTech Book represents an invaluable resource that paves the way for 21st century regulatory innovation.
Investing in the stock market is increasingly becoming an art at which very few are adept. It takes more than just raw statistics and market reports to gauge which stock has the potential to give the investor a
handsome return. How to Choose Winning Stocks: Rewriting Formulas for Investment shows investors how to distill data from the markets to select profitable stocks, avoiding investment risks and traps. The
book is based on the value investment principle advocated by such investment greats as Benjamin Graham and Warren Buffett. The author explains formulas and data analysis methods through which the
reader can calculate the potential for profits of company stocks. Analyzing the fundamentals of a company, the common sense approach taken by the book is easy to understand and practise. The key areas
covered in the book are: - Valuation ratios related to market capitalization - Analysis of the EPS and Assets Per Share models - Identifying companies based on quarterly results - Sector-wise profitability
analysis - Mutual Funds - Unconventional ratios to identify stocks - Investing tips from available literature A ready reference for stock market investors, market analysts, investment bankers, and portfolio
management services companies, the book is replete with illustrations, diagrams and examples of Indian origin to give even a lay reader an understanding and appreciation of the work. It will prove to be an
extremely rewarding investment guide for both amateur and professional investors.
First published in 1913, Richard Parry's Valuation and Investment Tables has since become an essential tool for students and professionals in the study and practice of valuation and appraisal. The book
provides a comprehensive set of some 30 different valuation and investment tables in one volume. In practice today, calculations are required for a variety of purposes which often justify more than one
approach. With this in mind, Internal Rates of Return tables have been retained in a modified form. Using these tables, both growth and non-growth scenarios can be analysed for a more detailed appraisal of
specific freehold property investments and to provide a basis for more in-depth investment advice. The Life Tables have been removed and replaced with a guide to calculating life interests from up to date
census data. Although the tables will be used mainly by students and practising surveyors, they will also be useful to accountants and others concerned with various types of investment and financial
calculations. That the book has reached its centenary year and thirteenth edition is a testament to its acclaim by the valuation and property professions in an era of calculators, smartphones and sophisticated
spread sheet software and furthermore a tribute to the historical importance of Parry's original vision and continued legacy. In celebration of this milestone year there will be a limited edition leather slip cased
version of the book available.
The social cost of carbon (SC-CO2) is an economic metric intended to provide a comprehensive estimate of the net damages - that is, the monetized value of the net impacts, both negative and positive - from
the global climate change that results from a small (1-metric ton) increase in carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions. Under Executive Orders regarding regulatory impact analysis and as required by a court ruling,
the U.S. government has since 2008 used estimates of the SC-CO2 in federal rulemakings to value the costs and benefits associated with changes in CO2 emissions. In 2010, the Interagency Working Group
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on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases (IWG) developed a methodology for estimating the SC-CO2 across a range of assumptions about future socioeconomic and physical earth systems. Valuing Climate
Changes examines potential approaches, along with their relative merits and challenges, for a comprehensive update to the current methodology. This publication also recommends near- and longer-term
research priorities to ensure that the SC- CO2 estimates reflect the best available science.
The sixth edition of Valuation: Principles into Practice continues to be both a core text for all students undertaking surveying qualifications and a handy reference guide for valuers in practice. The new edition
has been thoroughly updated with nine completely re-written chapters. The book provides extensive details of valuation principles and practices in agricultural, commercial, residential, industrial and leisure
sectors. The balance of academic and practicing contributors explore the law and regulation within the field of valuation and include chapters on valuations for financial investments, taxation and rating
insurance, as well as useful case studies and detailed approaches to valuation procedures for a variety of properties from farms to public houses. With extensive market knowledge and the obvious benefit of
his involvement with the five previous editions, Richard Hayward brings the sixth edition well into the twenty-first century. The book continues it’s tried and tested melding of ‘town and gown’, and the twenty
six contributors to the twenty three chapters are all leading specialists in their fields.
The third edition of Property Valuation Techniques offers a comprehensive and student-friendly exploration of the application of property valuation and appraisal techniques. Thoroughly revised and restructured, it covers topics including risk, residential lease extensions, enfranchisement and cash flows. This third edition - provides more material on sustainability in relation to property value - uses a wealth
of worked examples to apply theory to real-world problems - includes tips on how to structure appraisals in Excel® spreadsheets - features self-assessment questions to test and reinforce your understanding
Detailed yet accessible, Property Valuation Techniques is ideal reading both for those students new to the subject and those looking to extend their knowledge, and for practitioners looking to refresh and
develop their understanding of property valuation.

This new edition of the ‘all in one' textbook for thepostgraduate study of valuation on real estate courses retains itsfocus on the valuation and appraisal of commercial and industrialproperty
across investment, development and occupier markets. It isstructured from the client perspective and coverssingle-asset pricing, risk and return issues. The structure of the book has been
substantially revised. Part Aintroduces the key microeconomic principles, focussing on land as aresource, production functions, supply and demand and pricedetermination. The locational
aspect of real estate is alsointroduced. Macroeconomic considerations are categorised bythe main market sectors (and their function); the market for land(development), for space
(occupation) and for money(investment). The economic context is set and the author thenexplains why property valuations are required and discusses themain determinants of value and how
they might beidentified. The mathematics required to financially quantifyvalue determinants are also introduced. Part B of the bookdescribes the methods of valuation; Part C applies these
methods tothe valuation of a range of property types for a wide variety ofpurposes; and Part D covers investment and developmentappraisal. The author introduces valuation activities from a
broad economicperspective, setting valuation in its business finance context andcombining its academic and practical roots. Changes in thissecond edition include: less daunting economics
expanded companion website with PowerPoint slides forlecturers, self-test Questions & Answers for students: see
ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/wyattpropertyvaluation"www.wiley.com/go/wyattpropertyvaluation/a up-to-date case studies and sample valuations reference to the newly-published Red Book
(thevaluer’s bible) Property Valuation with its user-friendly format, usingtried-and-tested teaching and learning devices and a clear writingstyle, remains the core text for students on real
estate, estatemanagement and land economy degree courses, as well as forfast-track conversion courses for non-cognate graduates.
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year Prize 2008 The Snowball is the first and will be the only biography of the world's richest man, Warren
Buffett, written with his full cooperation and collaboration. Combining a unique blend of "The Sage of Omaha's" business savvy, life story and philosophy, The Snowball is essential reading for
anyone wishing to discover and replicate the secrets of his business and life success. Warren Buffett is arguably the world's greatest investor. Even as a child he was fascinated by the
concept of risk and probability, setting up his first business at the age of six. In 1964 he bought struggling Massachusetts textile firm Berkshire Hathaway and grew it to be the 12th largest
corporation in the US purely through the exercise of sound investing principles - a feat never equalled in the annals of business. Despite an estimated net worth of around US$62 billion, Buffett
leads an intriguingly frugal life taking home a salary of only £50,000 a year. His only indulgence is a private jet, an extravagance he wryly acknowledges by calling it "The Indefensible". In
2006, he made the largest charitable donation on record, with most of it going to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The Snowball provides a comprehensive, richly detailed insight one of
the world's most extraordinary and much loved public figures.
Property Valuation Principles is a user-friendly introduction to property valuation for students and practitioners who are new to the subject. Packed with worked examples and photos, the text
covers the five main methods of valuation, their application in a variety of markets and their relation to the wider economic context. The second edition features: - Discussion on the impact of
sustainability on valuation. - Photographs to illustrate different property characteristics and settings. - Even more worked examples, including buy-to-let residential properties and affordable
housing.
Energy taxes can produce substantial environmental and revenue benefits and are an important component of countries’ fiscal systems. Although the principle that these taxes should reflect
global warming, air pollution, road congestion, and other adverse environmental impacts of energy use is well established, there has been little previous work providing guidance on how
countries can put this principle into practice. This book develops a practical methodology, and associated tools, to show how the major environmental damages from energy can be quantified
for different countries and used to design the efficient set of energy taxes. The results, which are illustrated for more than 150 countries, suggest there is pervasive mispricing of energy across
developed and developing countries alike with much at stake in policy reform. At a global level, implementing efficient energy prices would reduce carbon emissions by an estimated 23
percent and fossil-fuel air pollution deaths by 63 percent, while raising revenues (badly needed for fiscal consolidation and reducing other burdensome taxes) averaging 2.6 percent of GDP.
The new and improved eleventh edition of this essential valuation textbook reflects the changes in the property market since 2009, whilst presenting the tried and tested study of the principles
governing the valuation of land, houses and buildings of the previous editions. The eleventh edition is fully up-to-date with latest guidelines, statutes and case law, including the implications of
the latest RICS Red Book and the Localism Act. Its comprehensive coverage of the legal, economic and technical aspects of valuation make this book a core text for most University and
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College Real Estate Programmes and to provide trainees (APC Candidates) and practitioners with current and relevant guidance on the preparation of valuations for statutory purposes. Over
the twenty eight chapters, the author team of experienced valuation experts present detailed accounts of the application of these principles to the everyday problems met in practice. This new
edition continues to be of excellent value to both students and practitioners alike as it provides the reader with a clear understanding of the methods and techniques of valuation.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change our lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Wall
Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, award-winning business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that explain why habits exist and
how they can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take us from the boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines
of the civil rights movement, Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating argument: The key to
exercising regularly, losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we can transform our
businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the author “Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become essential manuals for business and living.
The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles Duhigg not only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great
read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll never look at yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel
H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A Whole New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of habit formation and change.”—The New York Times
Book Review
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